Mine Seismology – a manual for junior rock engineers
This manual supports the training of junior rock engineers in their preparation
prepar
for the Rock
Engineering Certificate of Competence.
Competence It treats individually each of the over 120 Specific Outcomes in
the syllabus that refer to mining induced seismicity.
Those studying towards the Rock Engineering Certificate will find this manual a useful guide to the
seismicity related topics which are now included in the new 2007 syllabus. In broad terms, this covers
cov
common mine seismology practice on gold and platinum mines as well as the fundamentals of mine
seismic networks and their operation.
For more senior rock engineers this book addresses
addresses a wide range of mine seismology related
questions with an emphasis on practical applications.
applications
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What’s in it for you?
A short history of the 2007 Rock Engineering Certificate syllabus; a complete list of all
seismology outcomes with answers,
answers grouped into 19 modules; a list of action words; many
charts and illustrations,, a glossary of geotechnical terms and suggestions for further reading.
The manual covers SOs in all exams that contain mine seismology outcomes:
outcomes Theory, Basic
Practice, Hard rock tabular and Massive mining
m
(none in Soft rock
ock tabular and Surface mining).

Example:
SO-66
Describe and explain how to obtain a fault plane solution from moment tensor analysis.
analysis
Where the seismic event
vent was recorded by enough stations an analysis of the initial section of
each seismogram allows a determination of the 3D strain distribution at the source (Moment
Tensor).
The moment tensor not only qualitatively describes the
orientation of the source, it also quantifies the portion of
volumetric and shape change in the source area providing
clues as to which object failed in which mode. Moment
tensors can have several principal
cipal components; the fault
plane solution is often graphed as a lower hemispheric
projection of the fault planes.
The MT delivers two mutually perpendicular fault planes
as possible planes of failure. Where there is other evidence of
a geological structure or of abutments or pillars that suggest possible failure a matching fault plane
solution can increase the probability to have identified the correct source. The example shows the
strike, dip and rake of two failure planes and the likely volumetric and double-couple
double
portion ….

Sample section of the
he glossary:
FRACTURE

Break in the continuity of a body of rock due to mechanical failure as a result of
excessive stress. Fractures may be open or closed but not "bonded" together.

GEOPHONE

A sensor converting ground velocity into an electric signal.

HazMag

Estimate of the largest magnitude event to be expected in an area. Usually within 0.2
to 0.3 of the largest event recorded in the past. Based on the cum. moment of all
events in a group, converted to an equivalent magnitude.

HEAD WAVES

Waves critically refracted along
along a lithological boundary with a velocity contrast.

HYPOCENTRE

Idealised point source of a seismic event, defined in a 3D-space.
space.
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